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Abstract. We investigate the completeness of Hoare Logic on the propositional level. In par-
ticular, the expressiveness requirements of Cook’s proof are characterized propositionally. We
give a completeness result for Propositional Hoare Logic (

): all relationally valid rules
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are derivable in

, provided the propositional expressiveness conditions are met. Moreover,
if the programs ﬁﬀ in the premises are atomic, no expressiveness assumptions are needed.
1 Introduction
As shown by Cook [5], Hoare logic is relatively complete for partial correctness assertions (PCAs)
over while programs whenever the underlying assertion language is sufciently expressive. The ex-
pressiveness conditions in Cook’s formulation provide for the expression of weakest preconditions.
These conditions holds for rst-order logic over ﬂ , for example, because of the coding power of
rst-order number theory. Cook’s proof essentially shows that in any sufciently expressive context,
the Hoare rules sufce to eliminate partial correctness assertions by reducing them to the rst-order
theory of the underlying domain.
Gurevich and Blass [3] separate Cook’s construction into two steps: existential xpoint logic
gives sufcient expressibility for weakest preconditions; and if the domain is expressive, then rst-
order logic reduces to existential xpoint logic.
Cook’s and Gurevich and Blass’s investigations in Hoare Logic, like most, are carried out in a
rst-order (Tarskian) context [1, 2, 6]. However, one can formulate a propositional version, appro-
priately named propositional Hoare logic ( ﬃ! ) [10, 12], and ask about the derivation of relationally
valid rules of the form "$#
 &%(') 
"&*
 %,+!-.-.-/+
"#
0
%('
0
"&*
0
%
"#
%)'
"*
%
- (1)
ﬃ! is subsumed by other propositional program logics such as Propositional Dynamic Logic
( ﬃ12 ) [7] and Kleene algebra with tests ( 3546 ) [9], whose semantics is derived from relational
algebra. In ﬃ12 , expressiveness is not an issue because weakest preconditions are explicit in the
language: the weakest precondition for program ' with respect to postcondition
*
is expressed as
[' ]
*
. The Hoare partial correctness assertion
"$#
%/'
"&*
% becomes
#87
[' ]
*
in ﬃ12 and
#
'
*89;:
in 3546 . As shown in [11], 3/46 subsumes ﬃ< , is of no greater complexity, and is complete for all
relationally valid Horn formulas of the form =?>A@ ' @
9;:,B7
'
9DC
(which include all rules of the
form (1)), so for practical purposes the completeness of ﬃ! is moot.
Nevertheless, there is interest in determining the deductive strength of the original Hoare rules
in a propositional context in order to delineate the boundary between Hoare logic proper and the
expressiveness assumptions on the underlying domain. We attempt here to characterize in a purely
propositional way the necessary expressiveness properties used in Cook’s proof. In doing so, we are
led to the conclusion that in essence, expressiveness is a matter of axiomatization of the properties
of weakest preconditions. We are able to show the following results concerning the derivation of
relationally valid rules of the form (1):
(i) Under the assumption that the programs ' @ in the premises of (1) are atomic, no expressiveness
assumptions are necessary. Note that in the traditional formulation of Cook’s theorem [5], this
assumption is in force. The usual formulation of Hoare logic, as given for example in [2], is
trivially incomplete, but a simple extension is complete for all relationally valid rules (1).
(ii) Without the atomicity assumption of (i), and even with the extensions of (i), Hoare logic is
incomplete. We give a nite propositional axiomatization of weakest preconditions that essen-
tially captures on a propositional level the expressiveness requirements of Cook’s proof. Under
these assumptions, ﬃ! is complete.
To our knowledge, neither of these results follows from any previous result in propositional
logics of programs. ﬃ12 is more expressive than 3/46 or ﬃ< , and is apparently more complex
(it is EXPTIME-complete as opposed to PSPACE-complete). However, the completeness results for
ﬃ12 (see [13]) do not allow premises; in fact, the entailment problem for ﬃ12 is known to be
E
 
 
-complete [15]. The Horn theory of 3/46 for equational implications involving premises of the
form '
9;:
is PSPACE-complete, but the relationship between ﬃ< with the extra expressiveness
assumptions and 3/46 is not known.
2 Propositional Hoare Logic
We denote programs by '/+
C
+GF$+.-H-.-
, atomic programs by I , and propositions by
#
+
*
+J+H-.-H-
. As in
3546 , we overload the symbols K and L to denote choice and sequential composition, respectively,
when applied to programs and disjunction and conjunction, respectively, when applied to proposi-
tions. We take
7
and M as a basis for the Boolean connectives. We denote the negation
#7
M by
#
or N
#
. A test is a Boolean combination of atomic propositions. A PCA
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% is called atomic if
' is an atomic program.
The traditional Hoare rules for while programs are
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(weakening rule) -
For simplicity, we formulate ﬃ! over regular programs instead. We take the composition and
weakening rules as in the traditional formulation, but replace the conditional and while rules with
the simpler rules
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%
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(choice rule)
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(iteration rule)
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Dening if
#
then ' else
C
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#
'
K
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and while
#
do ' as =
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as in ﬃ12 , the traditional formu-
lation is subsumed [12].
We will also consider the following rules for incorporating propositional tautologies into PCAs:
for any nite set V of tests,
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V
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(and-rule) -
These rules are not needed in the traditional formulation because they can be viewed as properties
of weakest preconditions.
We interpret ﬃ< in Kripke frames. A Kripke frame [ consists of a set of states \ and a map ]A^
associating a subset of \ with each atomic proposition and a binary relation on \ with each atomic
program. The map ]8^ is extended inductively to compound programs and propositions according
to standard rules (see [13]). We write [ +_a`
#
for _
W
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7
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for = _h+
f
B W
]j^=
'
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, and
omit the [ when it is clear from context.
The PCA
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holds before executing ' , then
*
must hold after.
Formally, the meaning in ﬃ! is the same as the meaning of
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Kripke frame [ ,
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For x a PCA and y a set of PCAs, we write
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A rule of the form (1) is relationally valid if
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. All the rules
of ﬃ< over while or regular programs mentioned above are relationally valid.
3 Weakest Preconditions
To formulate our assumptions concerning weakest preconditions, we extend our assertion language
with formulas of the form either
['  ][' ] L.LHL [' 0 ]
*
or
#7
[')  ][' ] LHL.L [' 0 ]
*
-
Here
#
and
*
are tests and the ' @ are regular programs. We call such formulas extended PCAs.
Ordinary PCAs correspond to the case 
9
}
. We assume that there exists an interpretation of these
formulas in the underlying domain such that the following properties are satised:
[' K
C
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C
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These properties are axioms of ﬃ12 (see [13]) and are related to properties of weakest preconditions
for while programs [2]. Additionally, when reasoning in the presence of assumptions y , we will also
postulate
#<7
[' ]
*
(6)
for each
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% in y , as well as certain atomic PCAs of the form
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We use x +  +H-.-.- to denote PCAs or extended PCAs.
4 Main Results
The standard Hoare system consisting of the choice, composition, iteration, test, and weakening
rules is trivially incomplete, even for relationally valid rules with atomic premises. For example,
the and- and or-rules are not derivable, since it follows by induction on the length of proofs that
without the or-rule, only atomic PCAs with stronger preconditions than those of the premises can
be derived; similarly, without the and-rule, only atomic PCAs with weaker postconditions than those
of the premises can be derived. However, if we add the and- and or-rules, we obtain completeness:
Theorem 1. The Hoare system consisting of the choice, composition, iteration, test, weakening,
and-, and or-rules is complete for relationally valid rules of the form (1) with atomic premises.
Nothing is assumed about the underlying assertion language beyond propositional completeness.
Proof. For this proof only, we write yx if the conclusion x is derivable from the premises y in
the deductive system specied in the statement of the theorem. Suppose y is a set of atomic PCAs
and x a PCA such that yx . We will construct a Kripke frame [ such that [ ` y but [` x .
A literal is an atomic proposition occurring in y or x or its negation. For this proof only, an atom
is a maximal propositionally consistent conjunction of literals. Atoms are denoted  +G++.-.-H- . Let
\ be the set of all atoms. For any formulas
#
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*
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is a propositional tautology.
The states of [ are the atoms. For atomic programs I and atomic propositions
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Extend ]j^ to compound programs and propositions according to the usual inductive rules.
First we show that [ ` y . Let
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I
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We show the contrapositive by induction on the structure of ' .
Suppose it is not the case that  ce
7

. The case for atomic programs I is just the denition of
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For the case of a choice ' K
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For rules of the form (1) whose premises are not necessarily atomic, the system of Theorem 1 is
trivially incomplete. For example, the relationally valid rule
"#
%)'U
"*
%
"$#
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"&*
%
is not derivable, since it follows by induction on the length of proofs that no atomic PCA can be de-
duced from non-atomic premises unless it is a test. However, we will be able to obtain completeness
under certain assumptions on the expressiveness of the underlying assertion language.
To formulate this result, we dene the FischerLadner closure for extended PCAs as in ﬃ12 
(see [13]). A set ´ of extended PCAs is (FischerLadner) closed if it satises the following closure
rules:
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The smallest closed set containing a set y of extended PCAs is called the FischerLadner closure
of y and is denoted µj¶y . Note that every element of µj¶y is an extended PCA.
The following theorem establishes completeness for all relationally valid rules of the form (1).
Theorem 2. For a given relationally valid rule of the form (1) with premises y and conclusion x ,
suppose that the underlying assertion language has formulas corresponding to all elements of µj¶jy
such that (2)(5) hold for those formulas, as well as (6) for all elements of y . Then yZx in the
Hoare system consisting of the choice, composition, iteration, test, weakening, and-, and or-rules,
and (7) for all atomic PCAs in µj¶x .
Proof. For this proof, we write y£·x if x is deducible from the premises y in the system specied
in the statement of the theorem.
Suppose yDx . As in Theorem 1, we build a Kripke frame [ such that [ ` y but [;` x . The
states of [ will be the maximal consistent conjunctions of elements of µj¶§y and their negations;
but in this case, consistent takes into account not only propositional logic, but also the properties
(2)(6).
Formally, dene an atom to be a set  of formulas of µj¶§y and their negations satisfying the
following properties:
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W
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We regard such an  variously as a set or as a formula corresponding to the conjunction of its
elements. The properties (iv)(viii) ensure consistency with respect to (2)(6), respectively. The
properties (i)(iii) ensure propositional consistency. Our expressiveness assumption amounts to the
assertion that if \ is the set of all atoms, then
Y
\ is true in the underlying model.
As in the proof of Theorem 1, we construct a model [ with states \ . We dene
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for atomic programs I , atomic propositions
#
, and extended PCAs of the form [' ]  . The meaning
function ]j^ is lifted to compound programs and propositions according to the usual inductive rules.
For the purposes of this denition, formulas [' ]  occurring in µj¶Zy are treated as atomic
propositions, since Hoare logic has no mechanism for breaking them down further. However, our
subsequent arguments will establish a relationship between the meaning of such formulas as dened
here and their meaning in ﬃ12 . Let us write ` º»w¼ for the latter; thus
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First we show by induction on the structure of ' that for an extended PCA [' ] 
W
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For an atomic program I , the conclusion is immediate from the denition of ]l^k=I
B
.
For a test
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The case of a choice ' K
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is similar, using clause (iv) in the denition of atom.
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Now we show inductively that for 
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For tests
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For extended PCAs of the form [' ]  in µj¶y , we have
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Finally, for extended PCAs of the form
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Now we can conclude that [ ` y . For any PCA
"#
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"*
% in y , all atoms contain
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by
clause (viii) in the denition of atom. By the argument above,  ` º»w¼
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for all  . But this is
just the semantics of the PCA
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To nish the completeness proof, we show that if yn
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We show the contrapositive by induction on the structure of ' . All cases are identical to the corre-
sponding cases in the proof of Theorem 1 except for the cases of atomic programs and composition.
For composition, the only difference is that the join of all atoms is not a propositional tautology
when formulas [' ]  are regarded as atomic propositions because every atom must respect (2)(6).
For example, no atom can contain both [' U ]
*
and
*
. Because of this, we cannot conclude that the
formula =½N
Y
¦
Bj7
Y
¨
is a propositional tautology as in the proof of Theorem 1. However, al-
though it is not a tautology, it is deducible from the postulated assumptions (2)(6) and propositional
logic.
For the case of an atomic program I , if it is not the case that  e
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, then there must exist
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 such that 
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. Then  ~ [ I ]  and  ~  . By (7), y
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.
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